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Step into Steve and Sarah
Wall’s Ravenna home
and you’re immediately
transported through time.
Steve is the owner of Steve’s Masonry, a team
of master stonemasons known for their custom
and intricate work. His home is no exception.
The interior walls of the newly built house are
covered in natural stone from floor to ceiling,
giving the home an old English feel straight out of
the 16th century.
To Steve, stonework is art and his clients’
homes are his canvas. Recently, he was able to turn
his own house into a masterpiece. Steve and Sarah
purchased the nine-acre property six years ago
and built their house, together with son Tristin,
from the ground up.
“This is something I always wanted to do
but never got the chance until we bought this
property,” says Steve. Continued on page 56

Steve Wall, owner
of Steve’s Masonry

Moss-covered boulders were strategically placed around a flagstone
patio installed by Zeng Landscaping. ShanRidge Construction
Inc. framed the building, installed the roof and metal siding. Dale
Ottewell Construction & Logging Ltd. completed the excavation
and driveway. OPPOSITE, TOP: A stone feature at the road
entrance is a testimonial to Steve and Tristin’s skill
and artistic vision. Steve and Tristin built every
drystone wall on the property. BOTTOM: The
farm fields and tree rows that surround the
home yielded the raw material used in the
crafting of the stone features.
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Unobtrusive from the outside, the
blue, barn-like building sits at the end of
a long driveway hidden by trees. “Right
from day one, the long meandering
driveway was the source of many
aspects of our inspiration,” says Steve.
“We felt it told a story.”
Stone has long been a popular
element in home design, valued
throughout history for its durability
and visual appeal. Widely used for
exteriors, Steve loves clients who
want to turn back time and use stone

throughout the inside as well.
Much of Steve’s inspiration comes
from the Cotswold region in England,
where Cotswold houses are known for
their simple use of stone inside and out,
which, when done properly, creates a
cosy atmosphere.
“Over the years I have suggested
using stone on the interior of many of
our projects,” he says. “However, I was
often met with feedback that it would
create a cold atmosphere, but nothing
could be further from the truth.”

The 10-foot dining table
was crafted using wood
rescued from another job
site. Northern Concrete
Refinement and Polishing
finished the concrete
floor. In-floor heat and
plumbing by Shuttleworth
Contracting. OPPOSITE,
TOP LEFT: Steve’s Tilly hat
has been on every project
for the past 20 years. Steve
says that when the hat wears
out, it will be time to stop.
MIDDLE LEFT: Niches are
a unique design detail that
the family uses for candles.
BOTTOM LEFT: Martini the
family cat relaxes in front of
the fireplace. RIGHT: The
Rumford fireplace’s shallow
sides reflect heat into a room
and the streamlined throat
draws smoke up the chimney
with minimal heat loss. It is
a design that Steve enjoys
building and stands behind
for its superior performance.

Continued on page 59
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LEFT: The stone’s
textural detail can be
enjoyed while washing
dishes or prepping
eggs for breakfast.
The open shelving
displays mugs, plates
and mason jars filled
with grains and flours.
RIGHT: The pantry
shelving was made of
wood from the farm
that Sarah’s father
grew up on. Steve’s
father John Wall and
Steve’s friend Troy
Bender helped with
the interior painting.

“TO ME, THIS IS THE BEST WAY
TO LIVE – SURROUNDED BY
NATURAL ELEMENTS.” – Steve Wall
The large island, covered in
polished Algonquin Limestone
with a waterfall edge on both
sides, anchors the kitchen. The
rock-face counter-edge profile
replicates the rustic elements
of the stone walls. Electrical
for the home was completed
by Mullens Electric Co.
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The stone inside Steve and Sarah’s home makes it
warm and inviting.
“I hope I am having an influence on the mentality
that stone isn’t for inside as I welcome many architects,
designers and clients through our home,” says Steve.
Light radiates through the 1,000 sq. ft. great room
that includes the kitchen, living and dining rooms.
The warmth emanating from the large 42-inch
masonry Rumford fireplace centring the front wall is a
metaphor for the atmosphere Steve, Sarah and their son
set out to create.
Every aspect of the interior has been hand-built
or sourced from local suppliers, including the pantry,
which Sarah and her father built with ash from the
trees on the farm her father grew up on. The kitchen
showcases a 1,500-pound stone island sourced from
Owen Sound Ledgerock, open upper shelves and
a 10-foot dining table made of wood Steve rescued at
a job site. Old timber from the existing hunting cabin
on the property was also salvaged and used as lintels
over the windows and painters’ drop cloths have been
crafted into curtains. Continued on page 60

This doorway leads to the laundry, powder
room, pantry and an entrance to the garage.
Steve’s attention to detail is highlighted in
the stonework on the top of the frame.
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“To me, this is the best way to live – surrounded by natural
elements,” says Steve.
Natural elements continue upstairs where scorched-wood
doorways and stone accent walls give the three bedroom, three-and-ahalf bath home a cosy, homestead feel.
The other half of the building is a combination of workshop, gym
and man-cave living space, with more stonework and reclaimed
wood throughout.
“The thought that kept recurring all the way through was that we
didn’t want anything treated – just raw materials, with nothing on
it,” says Steve.
Outside, the drystone walls crafted by Steve and Tristin were built
from stone found in the fence rows left by farmers decades ago. Steve
also utilized stone found on the property on the walls inside.
“When people come in, they often don’t notice things like the light
fixtures or furniture right away, which is a nice compliment because
this style of house does not need to be dressed up with extras,” says
Steve. “It’s the house itself and the emotions this space evokes that
draw people in. When people visit they immediately feel at ease, they
feel like they have come home “ Continued on page 62
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RIGHT: Justglass
installed the shower
enclosure in the
primary en suite
on the upper level.
The scorched
finish on the door
adds instant age.
Tile was sourced
and installed by
BCK Custom Tile.
OPPOSITE, TOP
LEFT: The thin
profile of the rebar
spindles on the
staircase and the
open stair treads
allows the stone
walls to shine. TOP
RIGHT: Tristin’s
bedroom upstairs
displays his guitars.
The stone on the
upper-level walls
was halved through
its circumference to
reduce the weight.
New-Line Insulation
Ltd. sprayed foam
in the walls and
attic. BOTTOM:
Steve constructed a
vanity in the powder
room on the main
level from reclaimed
wood. The black
vessel sink stands
out against
the rich colour
of the vanity’s
wood counter.
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